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Lori Morris
HRD I Course Description:

1. Handler and dog go into Sorting Pens and to take out 10 sheep.

2. Puts those ten sheep into Arena #1.

3. Handler and dog will bring the 10 sheep to the gate to start sorting.

4. Sort any 5 sheep into Arena #2. If you’re having trouble sorting, the handler may use the 
Sorting Pens to put and leave any unwanted sheep in.

5. Once all sheep are in Arena #2, dog and handler will go into Arena #2 and make sure 
that the sheep are on the hay.There will be hay in the arena and the sheep should naturally go to the hay.

6. Place dog at Post 1; handler can go to within 15 feet of sheep.

7. Send dog, either direction to gather sheep.

8. Handler, dog, and sheep will walk up to and around Post #2 then head to the Y-Chute.

9. Once the Y-Chute is completed, proceed to Long Chute. Help your dog move the sheep 

through the Long Chute. Dog must follow sheep through Chute.

10. After Long Chute, start walking towards and through, Cone #1 and Cone #2.

11. Then proceed to Exhaust Pen to pen sheep.

12. Go back to Arena #1 and gather the 5 sheep you left, and bring those 5 sheep into Arena #2
.
13. Proceed to the 3-sided inspection Holding Pen. The Judge will let you know when you can let them out, 
then proceed back to Arena #1

14. Once in Arena #1, load sheep into trailer. Remember to close the door.

The course is now complete.


Tiebreaker: (1) Long chute (2) trailer (3) Time 
Time: 10 minutes


